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Technically, the corporations are all owned by the creators of the corporation concept --- the 
Roman Curia.

So, Microsoft, Inc., is "owned" by Bill Gates and the other stockholders on a day to day basis 
and it produces and sells its unique products to the public and trades its stock on the stock 
market, but ultimately, the idea of a C Corporation --- all and any C-type Corporations at all, 
including Microsoft, General Electric, Ford Motor Company, etc. --- belongs to the Roman 
Curia.

It's like using someone else's invention to create your own spin-off invention.

The structure and definition of a C-Corp is the invention provided by the Curia, and then all 
these other "inventors" come along and use the C-Corp definition and build upon it to create 
their own unique version of C-Corp.

The same thing happens with the incorporated churches, even though they are designated 
"Non-profit Corporations". The basic idea and definitions and structure provided by the Roman
Curia is built upon by all the various denominations, like a template. Monkey see. Monkey do.

In the process, they give up their unique and independent and individual character and 
"conform" to the standardized cookie-cutter template defining what a "Non-profit Corporation"
is; thus, over time, a dreary sameness sets in, as, underneath all the trappings of different 
dogmas and doctrines and traditions --- they are, structurally, the same. They all have to obey
the same rules and observe the same limits, or they no longer qualify to be called a "Non-
profit Corporation".

Thus, the Secular Church has been defining and labeling and creating templates and rules for 
organizing all sorts of business activities, and people have been thoughtlessly following along 
and using these templates and creating all their versions of all these different kinds of 
corporations, but never questioning where the concept of say, a "Foundation", came from, or 
who sets the limits on what a "Foundation" can do.

Now you know.

Neither do most people consider the "debt" they owe the inventors of these business 
templates, nor the responsibilities that these unseen partners impose on them. The Curia 
regulates all structured corporations worldwide and it is clearly set forth in Ecclesiastical Law 
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that the Pope has the unobstructed right to liquidate any such corporation on Earth for any 
reason at all.

So, if you think you own a corporation --- perhaps you are the majority stockholder?--- think 
again.

The Pope has layers upon layers of middlemen and each layer does some form of duty and 
gets paid for it, but make no mistake, at a very fundamental level, the Pope owns every 
corporation on Earth.

You, Joe Public, are never told this, but it is nonetheless the truth.

No disclosure of the consequences of incorporation is provided to you or anyone else. This is 
all established under Roman Civil Law, so it is strictly "Buyer beware."

To be fair, the very word, "incorporate" should give people a clue and a warning that they are 
joining themselves and their private business to something else, something bigger that they 
are "incorporating" into.

Most people who sign the dotted line think that they are merely "incorporating" according the 
the laws of say, "the State of California", and filling out some paperwork issued by the 
bureaucrats. They don't realize that they and their private business are becoming franchises 
of "the State of California--- Incorporated" and that the State of California, Inc., is in turn a 
franchise of the United States of America, Inc., which is a franchise of....which is a franchise 
of....which is a franchise of.....

So the State of California is just one of the Pope's many Middlemen, claiming an ownership 
interest and regulatory authority over you and your business, and as you "voluntarily" 
incorporate into this system, you are giving away everything you worked for and built "in 
equitable exchange" for certain "privileges"----bankruptcy protection, access to the stock 
exchanges, tax exemptions, use of the corporate templates, etc.

You can bet that despite whatever benefits might accrue, there would be far fewer 
corporations if people knew ---going into it--- that they were signing over their ownership 
interest in their own private businesses, subjecting all their operations to foreign law, 
subjecting themselves as slaves to Rome, and ultimately, enriching the Pope and his 
Middlemen--- which includes paying off all the subject cronies and organizations that are more
senior in the pyramid, including our own Federal Subcontractors, who also had the poor 
judgment to incorporate the US, INC. and the United States of America, Inc.

So, what to do?

It would appear on first glance that people have willingly signed away their rights to own and 
operate their own businesses and that all the governments in the world have foolishly done 
the same. 

Like unwary animals enticed into a trap with bait, that as the Bible describes it, is "sweet in 
the mouth, but bitter in the stomach"----they are now well and truly ensnared and enslaved 
and subjected to the whims of every authority from the Pope down to the State of Idaho and 
the Councilmen of Culver City, Utah-- Incorporated.

But wait.

You weren't given any disclosure about any of this.



In most cases, your attorney suggested it to you, ran through the list of benefits (there's a 
word you should always watch out for) and gave you the wink and the elbow. "Everyone's 
doing it." You don't want to be left behind, do you? It's so old-school to be an independent 
business.... and then he scares you a little.... what if your business fails? You'll lose everything
without bankruptcy protection.

And then he wheedles a little more --- if you want to take your business to the next level, you 
have to incorporate. You can't access the stock exchange without incorporating. Can't sell 
shares. He gives you the "message" that incorporating your business is "the way" to protect 
your future, protect your family, and expedite your success. Why, incorporating your business
is the Golden Ticket.

Just one little problem. It's not your Golden Ticket. It's his Golden Ticket. He hasn't told you 
that he's an Undeclared Foreign Agent, working for the Pope and the Boyz----literally; and the 
only success that he is craving is delivering everything you worked for to the ownership of his 
Bosses and to the control of his courts.

You naturally think that your attorney is on your team, because you hired him and are paying 
him a princely sum for his advice, but, he works for the Crown and the Pope already, so his 
first loyalty is to them--- not you.

And there you are, Mr. Pigeon. No disclosure about the precipitous downsides of incorporating 
your business, and expert advice to do so from "professionals" who secretively benefit from 
your loss.

It all adds up to purposeful self-interested deceit by omission and constructive fraud.

Once you wake up and realize that you have been defrauded, the Roman Civil Law allows you 
to vitiate all contracts that are the result of the fraud--- including your contract to incorporate 
your business, while continuing to work for the new owners. You can simply write "Void for 
Fraud" on the front and back of all the pages of your incorporation documents, cross-through 
all the signatures, and serve Notice of Divesture to the issuing authority.

Poof! The phantom is gone. Your plain old-fashioned independent business is back in view, 
owned by you, the actual man, again. You have left the airy-fairy world of legal fictions behind
and are standing on solid ground once more. 

And as you aren't using the Curia's templates or claiming any other "benefits" of incorporation
anymore, you aren't subject to their foreign laws, codes, statutes, and regulations. Chances 
are, you aren't subject to their taxes, and aren't responsible for collecting their taxes from 
your employees, either.

As you signed your business over with the stroke of a pen, you can do a few more strokes of a
pen to correct that mistake, and for a great many people, this simple exit is proper and 
sufficient. Things get a lot more complex if you are a C-Corp trading on public exchanges and 
have shareholders to consider, but even as a company can "go public", it can "go private" 
again. It takes more effort to leave Babylon, but it can be done.

In the days to come, your government, The United States of America --- the actual Federation 
of States, will be here helping American businesses to "come home" just as it has already 
helped so many Americans as individuals to come home. Together, we can beat "Corporate 
Feudalism" and punish the evil men who have set out to corner the market on the entire 
world, and convert the world economy into one giant Company Store.



It's time for those who have gotten roped into this system unaware to come out of it, and for 
those who choose to stay in the commercial realm to be severely regulated and watch-
dogged.

As one of my Mentors once said ---

"A commercial corporation is a peculiar thing. It has no natural or benign purpose. It is born as
a predator, and dies as meat. Nobody on Earth should take the existence of such legal fictions
for granted, and no one should underestimate the virulent combination of profit-motives and 
lack of accountability. Left without sufficient prohibitions, safeguards, and enforced regulation,
such corporations are entirely capable of destroying the world and depriving the rest of us of 
both life and quality of life."
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